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Tyler 13 reasons why mop



Source Comment Share Season 1 Season 2 Season 3 Season 4 16-17 (Seasons 1 and 2) 17-18 (Seasons 3, 4) Liberty High School (Graduation) University of California berkeley (probably) Thailand (Monty) Thailand (Clay and Alex) Mr. Down (father) Mrs. Down (mother) Montgomery de la Cruz (bully,
rapist) first appearance Tape 1, Side A Graduation I thought I couldn't escape from who I was. Who did I go to? What hurts? So, I climbed the bridge and I looked down and I saw this like a purple flash, like a jacket. And somehow, I just knew. So, I got down under the bridge. And I saw that it was him.
Bryce. Dead. Cold, for example, gray. It's not a person. And I thought, That's it. He can't be anyone anymore. It ended for him. And I knew right away that I didn't want to die. I want to live, keep getting better and stronger. Because I didn't need it anymore. - Tyler, Angry, Young and Man Tyler Down is a
high school student and the main character for 13 reasons. He is painted by Devin Druid. Tyler was a student photographer at Liberty High. He was the subject of Tape 2, Side B and stalked Hannah with a photo, spread a kiss photo of her and Courtney to school, and eventually ended the friendship
between Courtney and Hannah. He has always been bullied by Monty and his friends, but finds a friend of his own and finally starts dating someone else who leaves him, and then go on a date with McKenzie. His friend leaves him, and he is lonely and depressed. He was traumatized by Monty,
connected to an attempt at a school shooting during spring-fling, and persuaded clay to do so. Tyler experienced up and down in the second season and he seems to have become stronger and healther, but still he is pushed into a group that doesn't see him as a friend to make friends with Cyrus, And
McKenzie dates his sister. Cyrus and Tyler have a tight but troublesome friendship and they take their hatred against school bullies to school and destroy the football field, which meets Cyrus is interrupted and Tyler enters a program to control his anger. He comes back incredibly happy and looks
healthier, but his happiness and health turn into the worst when he is forced by Monty in the bathroom of a boy pushing him off when he attempts a school shooting at Goodbye, but Clay, who Tyler stopped thinking of friends, convinces Tyler that it's not the way. Tyler was traumatized in the third season,
Clay gathered a group to take care of Tyler during his recovery, and Zach Dempsey did not want any role because he believed Tyler had become a psychopath. During the time Clay takes care of Tyler and helps him to be happy and healthyTyler joins a group of Jessica who are determined to dismantle
the rape culture at Liberty High as an ally. Tyler used the courage to tell Clay that Monty had committed him, they shared an emotional hug and Tyler considered Clay to be his best friend. Clay and Tyler speak after the hug and Tyler reveals to Clay that the only other person who knew it was Bryce
Walker. Tyler shares his trauma with Jessica Davis and after Clay says he understands that she even thinks of being killed and working her through her trauma, he confesses what Monty did to him and shows her the video she made before going through the shoot saying goodbye to his parents when the
video was intended. Tyler also reveals to Jessica what he said to Bryce. Early life little is known about Tyler's past. What we know comes from his own words in his goodbye video, which speaks about feeling hurt, cut and bleeding every day since he was 12 years old. This is only because Tyler has been
bullied and hurt by others for years, so he isolates himself in photographs and yearbooks, is antisococy of Liberty, others see him as a lone wolf and creep, and is often bullied and rejected by other students (mainly jokes). Throughout the series Season 1, in flashbacks, Tyler always stood outside
Hannah's window and took pictures of her. Hannah didn't know it was Tyler, so Courtney offered to help her catch the stalker. Tyler took a picture of Hannah and Courtney making drunk. Hannah found out that Tyler was a photographer at the time. The next day he faced Hannah and he probably gave her
a photo to dispose of. Tyler then asks if Hannah wants to play with him, but she declines, so angry Tyler group texts pictures of the two people they are making throughout the school. Now everyone still had a copy of the picture on their computer. Tyler was in his house. His window had some ermissed
damage to it, and his dad asked him what was going on. He continued to say that he knew nothing. After a while of prying, his father decided to leave him. At school, he faced Clay about the photo, and Tyler revealed that Tyler had fallen in love with Hannah. After Clay said he wanted to destroy the photo,
Tyler gave Clay and Hannah a photo together for his storage. Then a naked photo of Tyler was sent to the whole school by Clay in return for what he did to Hannah. [1] Season 2 Tyler is the first individual to be called to court from Hannah's tape. He relays all the truth of her stalker. He said he was
attracted to her and met her when he tried to collect photos of the yearbook, andShe offered herself as a subject. Tyler asked her to model a photo collage in the park where she agreed after helping Hannah access her locker. Tyler finally upset Hannah during Justin Foley's playground incident by
providing to comfort her in a photo shoot. That night he went to her house to know it from a previous preschool party. He caught her sex and captured his first illegal, unsalted photo of her. Tyler praised his painting, became friends with outcast punk student Cyrus in class, and pulled out a one-sided love
from his sister McKenzie. Tyler and Cyrus proceeded with revenge pranks on those who were tied to Hannah Baker's suicide in response to their honesty in court. School captain Marcus threatened him to go against Bryce Walker, set with criminal videos and paint explosions while he and Cyrus
destroyed his car. Tyler went on a date with McKenzie at Crestmont and suddenly started kissing before making excuses. In the hallway, it is clear that he had prematurely leaked and that he was running shyly. Tyler's friendship with Cyrus falls apart in an underground metal gig after he insults the
persistent McKenzie. After posting a photo of him and Cyrus vandalizing the school, he and Cyrus were in trouble [Cyrus was suspended and Tyler was sent to the program to help him control his anger. In Goodbye, Tyler came back to school and looked very happy, and Montgomery and two other boys
were cornered in liberty high boy's bathroom, and only many times their faces were bashed, drowned in the toilet bowl, and seemed cruelly dominated by broom handles. The boys went out half-naked with bleeding on the floor. This scene is likely to have been implemented to show that men and boys can
also be sexually assaulted. This is the last straw for Tyler, and he decided to end his plan to commit a school shooting. Tyler collected four guns (three handguns and an assault rifle) and went to the school where the spring-fring dance was held. In the dance, McKenzie showed Cyrus about the text Tyler
sent to her, and Cyrus talked to Clay and the other students. Clay knew Tyler would be killed, so he locked the door, stayed inside, and advised everyone not to call the police. Clay went out and talked Tyler and said he wouldn't go out alive while the sirens were heard in the distance, but he said he didn't
want him to die. Tyler finally lent it, and Tony pulled up and shouted to get in the car. Clay took an assault rifle and Tyler got into Tony's car and ran away before the police arrived. The season ended with Clay, Justin and Jessica waiting outside the school. Season 3 After his attempt school shootings,
Tyler is still traumatized by Montgomery's cruel acts, but he won't tell anyone about it. A whole group of friendsZach Dempsey) decided to watch over Tyler and help each other to make him better. The closest people to Tyler during the season are Alex Stansall, Tony Padilla and Clay Jensen with Jessica
Davis. To help Tyler convey his anger, Tony invites Alex and Caleb to boxing training. Then Tyler decided to get rid of all the weapons, he no longer needed them and he knew that he was feeling good on his own. But he is still threatened and ridiced by Montgomery, especially wary of Alex. Tyler has
decided to join Jessica's club as an ally but has not revealed that he is also a victim of rape. When Mr. Porter returns, he informs Clay that Tyler is acting strangely: during the season, Tyler refuses to be touched and even tries to commit suicide twice without using the bathroom. Clay decides to stand up
to Tyler, Tyler finally tells him the truth, and Clay hugs him to reassure him. Tyler told Bryce the truth later. Indeed, Tyler saved his video to a USB key and explained why he wants to cause his attempt school shootings, and the fact that he was lonely and martyred for a very long time. Bryce, seeking
redemption, has decided to threaten Montgomery and will be banned from approaching Tyler. Then Tyler also uses the video to tell Jessica the truth. She reassures him by telling him that he needs to talk only when he feels he is ready. During the school meeting, with the support of Clay and Jessica,
Tyler announced a loud announcement, My name is Tyler Down, and I am a survivor, and decided to stand up. Charlie St. George, a sophomore who knows the truth about Montgomery, recommends that Tyler file a complaint. As a result, Montgomery is imprisoned for Tyler's rape. Tyler decided to
protect Alex and keep the secret of Bryce's murder [In Monet, Tyler has been photographing all the people who supported and helped him in the past few months, claiming it's amazing to have friends. He reconciled with Zack at the same time. About a month has passed since Season 4 Season 3 events.
Tyler calls Clay and asks him to get on the sheriff's station. After his meeting, Tyler returns to Clay on the news. The police found a bag of guns in the river. He tells them that he bought the gun first, but they were stolen from him and both of them believed him. Clay believes in Tyler, but the young man
doesn't tell the group anything about his interrogation. At Justin's welcome home party, Clay, Jessica, Ani, Zach, Alex, Tyler, Tony and Charlie will gather for the first time since Bryce's murder. Tyler leaves the party early. Clay will let everyone know what happened with Tyler. Some people, like Jessica,
think Tyler will report them, while others like Alex and Charlie think they should.Tyler. At the Future Fair, Liberty students gather and check out club and agency representatives. Tyler has been approached by rookie Winston Williams in the annual club stand. Winston is interested in joining the Yearbook
Club. As Tyler shows him around the clubroom of the yearbook, they get together again later. When he visited Sanderson University, Tyler enjoyed taking pictures of the building. Tyler will accompany Tony as a DJ of Valentine's Day dance [then he will be called on the phone and will have to leave the
premises.] Tony follows him and watches Tyler ride in the car of the deputy stand-oar and suspects Tyler. Tony questions Tyler and the boy is angry that Tony doesn't trust him. On the same day, Tyler learns from Alex that Winston knew Monty. Tony and Justin follow Tyler and watch him give money to a
gun dealer. Tony and Clay believe Tyler can get ready for the school shootings again, and they're watching over him. A red level warning is issued and students must stay in the classroom and lock themses themses up. But Tony notices Tyler disappearing and warns Clay with a message. Tyler was
actually in the bathroom with Montgomery's sister Estella de la Cruz, and it turned out that the two young teenagers had a violent conversation. All students will learn later that this is only an exercise to prepare for a possible attack. Will Tyler has a dangerous date, Tony and Clay try to save him and can't
be killed by an arms dealer. The truth about Tyler is revealed at the beginning of Episode 8. Tyler was found to have worked for the police and was used as bait to arrest a firearms trafficker. After this case is resolved, Tyler will take part in a rally coordinated by Clay and Jessica. Tyler is saved by Tony
when he is about to be arrested by a police officer. Tyler offered Estella to come to the ball with him, and she accepted with enthusiasm. During the ball, we see them dancing together and happy. Tyler was seen several times in the hospital waiting room after Justin's illness was announced. He attends
Justin's funeral next to Estella. During Jessica and Clay's graduation speech, Tyler listens to them with a full eye. Then he offers Alex to Carpool to visit Estella and Alex's boyfriend, Charlie. Then Alex and Tyler go to the same university and you can see that Tyler and Estella are now a couple. After that,
the group fills Hannah Baker's tapes to show that they are ready to build peace with the past and move on. Tyler says: If someone needs help, anytime, anywhere, they can always rely on each other, and they will continue to be friends forever, send group texts and send Gordon Lightfoot. Tyler's mistake
(#4理由) Tyler is Hannah's fourth reason why she committed suicide. Hannah and CourtneyOn Tape 2, Side B. But Tyler had a one-sided love for Hannah, but he was too shy to tell her his feelings directly, so he decided to start stalking without her consent and start taking pictures of her. In the end,
Courtney volunteered to help Hannah catch the stalker, and they were finally able to catch Tyler and he ran away from the scene. But before this happened he was able to get pictures of Hannah and Courtney kissing, evidence that Courtney was a lesbian. Hannah personally faced Tyler at school and
asked for the pictures he took and all the nega he gave her. Tyler tried to ask Hannah out, but she just laughed and left. Nevertheless, Tyler spread pictures of Hannah and Courtney throughout the school, and Courtney turned his back on Hannah for a time. Nevertheless, no one in the school understood
that it was Hannah and Courtney in the photo. Tyler's actions eventually led to Courtney betraying Hannah and destroying her reputation to hide the fact that Montgomery was in the photo with Hannah after facing her about the photo. Personality Tyler is shown to socially inconsiderate, mean and selfish
people. As a devoted photographer, he doesn't seem to care about people's privacy at all and is always despised by the vast majority of people at Liberty High because he stalks people and shoots behind them. He had a hard time with Hannah Baker, but was shy and couldn't tell her this directly, so he
asked her to take a photo with her, but after she asked her to take a picture, he saw him asking a group of girls and saw that they severely rejected him, and after her photo was sent around the school she didn't give him a chance Tyler unknowingly said the wrong thing, she rejected him and he relied on
stalking her for days to get a picture of her that scared her completely. After being caught by Hannah and Courtney and giving up the pictures they took at her request, he finally spread pictures of Hannah and Courtney kisses from meanness coldly rejected by her, but not only ruined Hannah's already
damaged reputation, but also told Hannah about his feelings but destroyed her friendship with Courtney. Courtney betrayed Hannah and further destroyed her reputation just to save herself. Tyler doesn't seem to have much remorse for what he did to Hannah, and he definitely wants to keep the tape a
secret to protect it from punishment. He has shown willing to rely on extreme measures to defend himself, as he and others on Hannah's list see Bryce as a scapegoatAnd his actions are the worst, completely ignoring that he is guilty of crimes such as trespassing and invasion of minor privacy. Because
of his actions against Hannah and Courtney, Tyler became a victim of intense bullying and mervileness like Hannah, and as a result of Clay, he was humiliated at the same level that Hannah suffered. The others on Hannah's list give her demand to throw rocks into his windows to avenge what he did,
showing how much they hate him. By the end of the first season, Tyler was finally shown to have had enough of his suffering, and he seems to be on a violent and murdering path, buying the entire arsenal of weapons and also making a hit list of all the people on Hannah's tape and those who bullied him,
perhaps as he shows he wants to kill them all as revenge. In the second season, Tyler seems to regret his actions and seems to be trying to turn his life around. He will tell the truth in court and help Alex in his recovery. He will make friends with other exiles, especially Cyrus. But the majority of schools still
hate him, and the principal says he is no longer allowed because Chloe refuses to shoot him cheerleading practice. He also seems to have developed a violent tendency because he has kept the gun he had in the trunk to shoot cans and bottles, and later the bird admits it's easier to invite Cyrus to do it
with him and imagine him as a target hater. His changes have shown that he begins to listen to Cyrus courtesy, heavy metal music. Also, when his parents shoot out a gun and face it, he claims it's Cyrus' BB gun, and when he learns that he bullied Marcus, he seems afraid of the consequences from his
authorities as he claims it was Cyrus's idea. He also abandons Clay after the policeman begins to show up and took him to shoot the gun. When Cyrus confronts him over abandoning McKenzie on a date, he claims to have felt strange because he was Cyrus' sister. Throughout the season, Tyler's
revenge pranks people on Hannah's tape with Cyrus' help, depending on whether they are telling the truth in court, but it's unclear whether he's doing this for Hannah or simply releasing his frustrations to those who believe he's lying bullied. This attitude of prioritizing herself does so to prevent Cyrus from
finally losing his friendship with Cyrus because he insults McKenzie when she tries to comfort him through his premature eerculation on their date. After this, others learn about their date and acknowledge that he and Cyrus made a torch of the field by posting a photo on Facebook. Tyler seems to be okay
after he returns from the program to help control his anger. But when Montgomery ruled him with a mop handle, he snapped andto commit school shootings, regardless of the consequences. But Clay managed to convince him, showing that Tyler has not yet completely disappeared. In Season 3, Tyler is
seen as not only completely traumatized by his rape by Monty, but also committed most of the school shootings. He begins to take boxing lessons that try to recover with help from Clay and his friends and slowly begin to improve his confidence and mental health. He also begins to take steps to fully
redeem himself for past erables. He eventually attempts to commit suicide, but he decides not to see Bryce's battered body and, as a result, reports Bryce's body anonymously to the police. He joins Jessica's support group and allies and finally tells Clay and Jessica about his rape, as well as revealing his
status as a victim, he finds a new purpose. Tyler made mistakes and has made the most evolution of a dozen of Bakers, with the exception of Justin and Zack. However, he has a very different personality and seems to be on his way to recover from past traumatic events and live a better life. In Season 4,
Tyler seems to be getting better since the assault, even though the boy is putting pressure on his shoulder. He becomes friends with Winston without knowing that he is Montgomery's ex-boyfriend. Winston asks Tyler what Monty did to him. Tyler is still uncomfortable, but he is no longer angry and admits
that he felt pitiful for Monty. Physical appearance Tyler is tall, grumpy and pale. He has very simple brown hair and a dress and usually wears jeans, shirts and jackets. He carries cameras everywhere for yearbook missions. Relationship Hannah Baker Hannah is a former friend of Tyler's and crashes.
Tyler was crushed by her after she was kind to him, and he secretly began to take pictures of her at her house. He spread a photo of Courtney kissing her as revenge for rejecting him. Tyler is the fourth reason Hannah committed suicide. Tyler and Hannah met for the first time at a cut party, where they
took pictures of her, Cut and Clay. Tyler gets caught taking pictures of Hannah and Courtney on Tape 2, Side B. Tyler had a hard time with Hannah because he liked not trying to hide who she was. However, he was too shy to tell her his feelings directly, so he decided to start stalking and taking pictures
of her without her consent. In the end, Courtney volunteered to help Hannah catch the stalker, and they were finally able to catch Tyler and he ran away from the scene. But before this happened he was able to get pictures of Hannah and Courtney kissing, evidence that Courtney was a lesbian. Hannah
personally faced Tyler at school and asked for the pictures he took and all the nega he gave her.I tried to ask Hannah out, but she turned it down because she stalked her. Nevertheless, Tyler spread photos of Hannah and Courtney throughout the school, and Courtney turned his back on Hannah and
Hannah, who were harassed by Bryce and Monty. Tyler and Hannah of First Polaroid Tyler were the first to have to testify in Baker's case against the school. He relayed all the truth of her stalking. He said he was attracted to her, tried to collect photos of the yearbook, and met her when she offered
herself as a subject after some girls told him to leave. Tyler helped Hannah open the locker and they introduced themselves. He then asked her to model a photo shoot in the park where she agreed. In the photo shoot, Tyler saw Hannah crying. Hannah apologized to Tyler for not being ready for the
camera, but Tyler said she was good and told her to be herself. In court Tyler said who would make her cry only when she was happy. Now, the school's lawyer asked if it was true because Hannah likes the attention and there was no real bullying from the photos he took. Tyler denied this and talked
about the photos she took saying Justin had influenced her. Flashback showed Tyler trying to talk to Hannah about it, but upset her by offering to comfort her in a photo shoot. She told Tyler to leave her. That night he wanted to cheer her up by giving her a photo from their photo shoot. He went to her
house, thought he saw her sex and captured his first illegal and unsalted photo of her. He stalked her and started this more often. Clay Jensen Clay is a friend of Tyler's. They didn't always like each other, but they now have a stable relationship and are very good friends. Clay facing Tyler in the dark
room of Tape 2, Side B. In a flashback to the party going away of the cut held at Hannah's first home, Tyler took a picture of Hannah and Clay, cut for the yearbook photo. Clay and Alex talked about what Alex did, but was interrupted by Tyler and asked what they were talking about. Clay lied and said
they were talking about homework projects, but Tyler knew he was lying and told them that the only class they had together was a gymnastics class, and he asked again. Both refused to tell him, and Alex told him that he knew the class they had together and that it was creepy to let him leave. Under
Hannah's instructions, Clay entered Tyler's backyard and watched Tyler through the window. Marcus Cole heard the car alarm and found Clay, and almost everyone on the tape threw rocks through Tyler's window and told Clay that he threw one at Clay and encouraged him to give the tape to the next
person. The next day he saw Tyler at school and called his name, and Tyler looked at Clay, turned back, and walked away fast from him. Clay tried toI went with him, but it wasn't fast enough. After he heard the tape, he entered the dark room of the school and faced Tyler, Tyler said he could not be in a
dark room, and Clay sarcastically commented on the irony of Tyler calling him in trespassing. Tyler asked if throwing the rock through the window was not enough, but Clay said he would not throw the rock like the others. Clay and Tyler speak at a school basketball game on Tape 2, Side B. When Tyler
asked what he wanted, Clay told hannah and Courtney to delete the photo or said he would take him to jail. Tyler believed he was a slaying, but Clay recited a law that could actually put him in jail. Tyler panicked and told Clay that he was not a criminal, revealed that he was in love with Hannah, and
revealed why Tyler took a picture of her. Clay told him to delete hannah and Courtney's photos, and left. Then, at the Pep Rally, Tyler told him that The Pep Rally was pathetic. Other than that, it's better, Clay replied, No, I don't know. Clay then left Pep Rallies. At night, Clay returned to Tyler's window,
picking up rocks and trying to throw them, but Tyler came into the room and took off his clothes. Tyler then dressed again for bed and received text from Clay and he opened it and saw a photo of him facing away from the camera, completely naked, taken from his window by Clay and cried. Clay arrived
at school the next day and saw Tyler being made from Bryce about the photo as everyone at school received it. In the hallway of the school Tyler faced Clay about the photo. Tyler asked him what he was doing, and Clay said to him, Anything. I'm trying to do something, something, but it's more than
anyone else. Tyler asked why he was only tinniing clay, Clay fixed him: He was the only person ever tinniled. Clay then saw Courtney Klimsen, who is the next tape man, and Tyler left. Tyler saw Sheri talking to Clay and waited until she asked Sheri if he could talk to Clay about avenge the people on tape
instead of trying to defeat him, but Sheri refused. Clay approached Monet's Tyler and faced him about what Hannah said in court about having sex with someone at her house while stalking. In the library, Clay heard Tyler angry at Marcus's lies in court while sending a text message to Sheri about Justin
Foley's update. In the courtroom of Bryce and Chloe, Tyler and Clay entered the class of alternative strategies and solutions and saw Cyrus and Tyler, who were also taking classes. Tyler asked him if he was in the right class, Clay asked why he was there, and Clay replied, Truancy, resentment,
hypocrisy of the high school manager.Introducing himself, Clay told Clay that he helped fix his bike in the first grade. He gets a confession from Bryce (after Clay leaks the tape audio) and praises Clay for recording it as evidence. Clay thanked him, and Cyrus thanked him. When Clay asked what he
would do in class, Cyrus replied, We plot a complete and violent overthrow of civilization. Clay then told him to count him. After Clay was beaten, Cyrus and Tyler looked at him in the school parking lot and Cyrus asked what had happened to him, Clay looked over several jokes and Cyrus told him there
was a way to get the out from him. Clay thanked him sarcastically for noticing him. Cyrus told him about power and after he asked Clay if he wanted to regain power, he told him that Cyrus and Cyrus had planned late that night and invited Clay, Tyler was hesitant at first because he did not fully trust Clay.
At night, Clay, Tyler and Cyrus went to the stadium to destroy it. Clay saw cheerleaders and jokes entering the cabin and discovered the clubhouse and noticed that they had left before doing something serious. Clay and Tyler practice shooting in the makeup shift gun range of Bryce and Chloe. Clay
hallucined Hannah, but was 1 1st in court. When Tyler came in, he asked if Clay was all right, and Clay declared, but it wasn't clearly okay. Tyler sat next to Clay and Clay told him that he would do nothing about Cyrus regaining power. Tyler asked him if he wanted to know what his real power was like.
Tyler then gladly took him to the shift shooting range he and Cyrus were using before leaving Tyler, got a gun and used beer cans and glass bottles as the target for the shoot. Clay praised Tyler's shooting accuracy and told him that Tyler helped when naming the target after people they didn't like. Clay
then aimed at the target and hallucined Hannah behind him, she said Bryce Walker and he shot the target with perfect accuracy. Tyler then praised the accuracy. Tyler and Clay noticed that they had no more bullets left, and Tyler went to the ground gun to replace the empty one with the perfect one, but
they heard the siren. Tyler gave Clay a gun and urged him to run. Not known to Tyler, Clay began to hallucinations Hannah with the last recorded tape and was not focused on Tyler as Bryce recorded the details of her lying on him. Tyler realized it was too late, so he grabbed the gun, threw it away to
Clay, and told him to run away. Clay then stopped hallucinations and executed after he noticed what was going on. Tyler holds his assault rifle up to Clay's neck in Goodbye. In the middle of the spring flying dance, Clay was warned by Cyrus that Tyler was planning something - Tyler warned McKenzie in
a text message (notMcKenzie warned Cyrus and Cyrus warned Clay - they all panicked and had already insinculed in his head what Tyler intended. Tyler loaded two pistols into a tactical clutch belt. After Clay went to ask Tony for help, Tyler took another handgun out of his bag, closed the bag and placed
it on his back. He then took the assault rifle out of the trunk of the car, closed the trunk, and watched Clay use up the building to meet him. Clay asked Tyler what he was doing, Tyler told Clay to leave, walked near Clay, and clay told him not to do anything. Clay and Tyler were constantly fighting, and
Justin and Jessica jumped out of the building in horror and shouted for Clay. Clay asked them to go back in, and they stood in shock to see Clay and Tyler instead, and Tyler raised their guns to them. Clay is ervy and scared when he tries to persuade Tyler out of a school shoot attempt with Goodbye.
Clay turned back to Tyler, Tyler raised his assault rifle to Clay's chest, and Clay constantly tried to persuade Tyler, but Tyler tried to believe him, but Tyler was upset and raised his gun further to Clay's neck. Clay became erratally scared, Tyler pressed a gun around Clay's neck and continued to approach
him even closer, and Clay tried to persuade him. Clay began to cry, pressed Tyler's gun around his neck, began to walk further back, and continued to try to persuade him. When Tyler stopped and looked back and heard the siren, Clay approached him and said he didn't want Tyler to die. Tyler turned his
face and turned his gun to Clay, who this time went up to Clay's face. Clay got scared, relaxed his face and said to Tyler, I don't want you to die. If you think this is the case, if you really think this is going to change things, it's not another tragedy that adults forget to cry for a week, but if you really think this
is different, do what you have to do, Tyler stared blankly at him, and Clay begged him. Tyler then told him that there was nothing else he could do. Tony asks Tyler to get in his car when he arrives to pick up Tyler with Goodbye. Clay told him that they understood it together, reached out to grab the top of
his gun, and slowly lowered it and let it go. Tony arrived and demanded that Tyler get in his car, Clay held the gun and escorted Tyler to the car, and Tony drove. After they were able to convince Tyler from trying school shootings, after Jess and Justin went back outside and asked Clay if it was okay, he
told them not and Justin asked, Is this right messed up? and asked what they should do. I'm going this season.Whether Bryce Walker is dead or alive, events that are not in order detail their relationship and interactions from the time Bryce was alive to the time Bryce died. in that order. Before Bryce died -
Tyler and Clay said in his bedroom, Yes, after they dropped him home. I am a new girl. Clay went by car to the place where Tony had taken Tyler down, and when he arrived, Clay asked Tyler if he should go home, and Tyler was worried and referred to his parents and asked why Tony and Clay were
worried about his parents. They then took him home and Mrs. Down said she had sent texts to all parents about active shooters at school, and Clay told his parents in text that he was okay. Clay followed him when he saw Tyler go up to his bedroom, and when Tyler had a letter in his hand and asked if he
should tear it apart, Clay was confused and put out his hand for the letter. Tyler was hesited at first, but gave Clay a letter and Tyler told him he didn't know if he would see his mom again. Clay then noticed that it was Tyler's suicide note. While Tyler is sleeping, Tony and Clay talk about what happened,
Tyler's bruises, and what they should do with him next. The next day, Tony, Clay and Justin escorted him to school, Tyler saw Monty and started having a panic attack, and Clay tried to calm him down, but Tyler pushed him away, Tony calmed him down, Alex came out of his class and Clay told Tyler
what his schedule would do until lunch break. Alex and Tyler will have their first lesson together, Alex will escort Tyler to his second lesson and he and Tyler will meet during the break. After that, Tyler, Justin and Clay will have lunch, and new student Ani Achora will join us. When Clay asks Whether he
can talk to Tyler, Clay proposes that he can't help With Dr. Singh and If you're breathing, you're a liar. Tyler approached Clay in the hallway and asked if he could talk, but Clay told him that he should make an appointment to talk to Dr. Singh, stressing that Tyler had a group to talk to, and Clay asserted
that he had done so, but she probably could help him more as she was a professional. While Clay and Ani had lunch and worked on Monet's school project, Tyler approached Clay and said Justin didn't show up (because Justin was next to him to spend time with Tyler), and Tyler asked if he should go
home and Ani said he should join them. While Ani, Clay and Tyler are in Monet (Tyler has headphones and doesn't pay attention to them), Clay speaks to Tyler from school shootings and tells Ani what happened in the spring flying. Clay recalled to Ani that it was a really bad choice, but he said he would
make exactly the same way again. Then Clay, Ani and Tyler watched the movie, and Clay and Ani discussedThe movie was about, Ani asked Tyler for his opinion, he gave it and asked Ani what it means by her, she affirmed and kissed her cheeks and he forgave himself to get more popcorn. Clay and
Tyler couldn't sleep, so they took a walk at night. Tyler asked Clay why he couldn't sleep. Clay told him that in his nightmare Tyler ignored Clay and pulled the pull, having nightmares about the night of the spring flying. I'm going to kill him. Tyler apologizes for the nightmare and that's why they After Bryce
dies - Clay hides from Tyler while following him in Anger, Youth and Man. After Bryce died, Tyler asked Clay if he could talk to him, but Clay said he could talk to him later and asked if he could talk about something he wanted to say to Dr. Singh. Tyler told him that he wanted to talk specifically with Clay.
Clay concentrated on his phone and did not respond to Tyler, Tyler then told him that it was important for him to talk to him. Tyler affirmed and left. Clay and Ani suspected Tyler of killing Bryce after Tyler tried to get rid of his guns, and now that Bryce is dead, he wondered why he was trying to get rid of
them. Clay saw Tyler make excuses from the classroom to go to the bathroom, and Clay forgave himself for the same reason and obeyed Tyler. He saw him go out and caught up with him, noticed that he was just trying to pee outside, clay lied and said he had followed him to talk to him. Tyler explained
that clay was not at home using the bathroom he understood. Tyler asked him what he wanted to talk about, but Clay told him he still wanted to know if Tyler had a plan to give Clay a gun, Tyler affirmed. Clay then asked why he took the bag with him, Tyler told him that the student would steal things
because he took it all with him, Clay agreed but still felt some doubtful of him. Clay believed Tyler had no reason to kill Bryce, but Zach Dempsey informed Clay that he knew what had happened with the spring flying and could turn him into a police. Assuming the worst of the Tylers that Clay, Ani, Justin
and Zack discussed and Tyler saw, Tyler caught them and walked fast into the photo and print lab with his bag (take a short cut). Clay ran to catch up with him and chased him to the lab. Tyler waited for him with a bag, Clay entered the room, and Tyler already knew that Clay suspected him and gave him
permission to see it. Clay checked his bag and found nothing, he was trying to apologize when another student came in, and he saw Tyler move in front of a little open locker. As if to defend it, Tyler checked what was standing in front of him. Tyler asked if he couldI'm coming to his house. Clay affirmed
and left. When Clay left Tyler, he moved to see Clay leave and closed the locker. Tyler and Clay have dinner with Tyler's parents in Anger, Young and Man. Later Clay went to Tyler's house and they went up to his bedroom and Tyler's mom asked him to do chores, Tyler left his room to do it, Clay
searched his room and found dry mud on Tyler's laptop, he sat on a laptop and opened it, he immediately opened a photo app called Celluloid LX I immediately saw a picture of a dead person in the water with a hole in their head wearing a Hillcrest uniform and realizing it was Bryce Walker. Tyler went
back to his room and scared Tyler, but Tyler stressed to Clay that he could explain it, not that Tyler killed Bryce and took a picture, but clay got scared and asked him what he had done. Mrs. Down interrupted and asked Tyler to keep the door open, and then asked Clay to join us for dinner. Clay then
joined Tyler and his parents for dinner. Mr. and Mrs. Down began talking about Bryce's death and possible treatment for Tyler as needed, and Tyler told them that everyone was still trying to understand their feelings. While he stared at Tyler, Clay also added that while he was staring at Tyler, people were
also trying to figure out what was true and what wasn't. Mrs. Down asked if the school knew if he had been killed, Clay told her that the newspaper said he had been shot, and added that Tyler had not proved anything that the newspaper had said, adding that Bryce could have shot himself. Mr. Down
commented that Bryce was a troubled child. Clay had a flashback when he told Tyler about Tyler's nightmare at Spring Fring. Tyler's parents have finished eating and thanked Clay for taking care of him from the night of the spring flying. Clay speaks to Tyler about his nightmares in the spring flying of
angry, young man and Tyler's alternative reality. Clay and Tyler went back to their bedrooms and Tyler pulled things out, clay immediately thought Tyler was going to hurt him, and asked Clay if he really believed Tyler was going to stab him in his own home. Clay told him that he didn't know what he was
thinking, but that Tyler would take care of what he had done. Tyler to believe clay did what he did, so Clay said he believed Tyler had killed Bryce. Tyler uses an object to take the gun out of the vents of his room. He handed clay a gun and explained why he kept the gun - he faced Monty and Monty told
him, Tyler faced Bryce and had a gun in him, Tyler didn't tell Bryce what Monty did, but Bryce revealed that he didn't know much about what Monty had done since the trial, and Bryce did nothing but tell Tyler, Tyler said he could shoot him and he wouldn't care and no one else would care -- Tyler told Clay
I hadI didn't have a chance to kill him. Clay was confused and asked Tyler about the laptop photo. Clay and Tyler sit on the bed after Tyler gives Clay a camera with anger, young man. Tyler revealed that he had found Bryce's body, took a picture and reported it anonymously to the police. Clay questioned
anonymity and Tyler told him that he knew what the situation would look like against him. Clay then asked why he was on the bridge, and Tyler revealed that he was thinking of committing suicide because he didn't believe he would change. Clay said he believed he would change, and Tyler knew clay
was suspicious of him, so he said it wouldn't change today. Tyler explained that he thought he couldn't get away from what hurt him because of who he was and what he was trying to do. Tyler explained that he looked down in the water and looked at the purple jacket and knew it was Bryce, he came
down and looked at his corpse and said, He's not going to be anyone anymore, it's over for him, I knew I didn't want to die, I want to keep getting better and stronger alive, Clay opened his bag and I handed the contents of the inside to Clay. Clay opened the paper bag and found the camera. Tyler said,
The exta VX camera, like the rear window, remember, you thought it was cool? Because of you guys, I have a chance to be someone else. After Tyler revealed that he was hugged by Monty for I don't know who's by your side, even on a good day in high school, Tyler and Clay hugged each other, and Mr.
Porter came back to help the police stop the incident against Clay and talked to Clay about Monet's Tyler. Tyler said he probably experienced trauma related to Montgomery de la Cruz. He then asked Clay to take a look at him, and Clay promised that he would. Later Clay stood up to Tyler and the police
and said he told them the truth - Clay is a good person - Clay then apologized for not being so there. Clay then asked Tyler if something had happened in Monty before the spring flying. Tyler became stuttering and emotional before revealing that Monty had killed him at the end of the mop in the toilet.
Clay then comforted Tyler, and Tyler broke in his arms, crying. Clay then went to get him some water and asked if he had told someone else, Tyler said he told Bryce, and Bryce wanted to help and actually cared, Bryce left him a voicemail to tell him things were taken care of. Clay realized that if Bryce
faced Monty, Monty could hurt him. He told Tyler that he needed to tell the adults, but Tyler got scared and Clay backtracked and told Tyler that he didn't have to tell anyone until he was ready. clay then said to tylerIf Tyler needs to be promised, I promise to ask for help. Clay and Tyler are talking in Clay's
car before Clay runs with some things I'm not saying to you. The police began to approach Clay believing that he had killed Bryce. Clay and Tyler talked in the car and Tyler said clay told him that if he could tell the police about what Monty had done, he would instead give him a reason to chase Monty.
Clay told him not to worry about talking to them. Tyler then asked if it would help to tell them, and Clay said to him, If it doesn't help you. Tyler then stressed that if they had him under oath, they might have to talk about it, but Clay stressed to Tyler that he would say nothing. Clay then told him that he
might not always be and Tyler should think about talking to someone else, perhaps Jessica. Clay began to run away and Tyler called him during the trip and Tyler asked him to stay at school because today was an important day, and Clay said he couldn't make it, but he said he would give it a try. Then
Clay came into a school meeting and wondered what was going on, and Jessica gave a speech and encouraged survivors of sexual assault to come out and say they were survivors. Clay says he's proud of Tyler for his and Hurricane Hit. Clay looked at Tyler, Tyler saw Clay, Tyler got up and said his
name, admitting that he was a survivor of sexual assault. Jessica had previously given clues to stand up, but shook her head because he couldn't, but Tyler seemed to be unable to admit it unless Clay was there for him. Clay walked up to Tyler and told him that he was proud of him, but the police arrived
at Congress and arrested Clay. Clay and Tyler, along with the group, heard a tape of Bryce recording a confession that he would wrap Hannah, Jessica and many other girls. Then Clay, Tyler and the group all went to Monet's for Tyler. Tyler presented a series of candid photos of people who have helped
him since the spring flying. Clay is in their number. Alex Standall Alex is a friend of Tyler's. In the first two seasons, Alex was one of the few people who was kind to him. They built intimate friendships throughout the series. Tyler taking Alex from his hit list on Tape 7, Side A. Alex and Tyler were first seen



interacting when Alex was talking about clay and tape, and Tyler asked what they were doing. Alex lied and said they were talking about the project, but Tyler knew that he wasn't telling the truth because Alex and Clay only had Jim's class together. Alex told him that he knew it and that it was creepy to
leave. When Monty was teasing Tyler, Alex told him to leave Tyler alone. Tyler asked, I think I'll thank you, but Alex said he didn't want Tyler to talk to me again. AndFor the season, Tyler was seen in some student photos that looked like a hit list. He remembered that Alex stood up for him and removed
him from the list. Tyler and Alex in The First Polaroid. Tyler visited Alex at his house after testifying in court. Alex's mom had put him on a special meal after his suicide attempt, so he brought candy with him. After the attempt, Tyler often visited Alex at the hospital and bonded with Alex's father. Alex
showed Tyler where he shot himself and explained that he had lost his memory from what happened a month before the attempt. Tyler then revealed that he had filmed Alex when he was in a coma because he wanted to document him getting better. Alex asked Tyler if he had a copy of the tape, but Tyler
didn't have them. He then asked Tyler to look at his picture at the hospital he agreed to. When Alex looked at the picture, he wondered what to do for himself. Tyler said he didn't do it himself, but everyone else at school did. Tyler came across Alex and his dad at Baker's store. Alex's dad asked Tyler if he
would come to Alex's birthday party, but Tyler wasn't invited. Alex insisted that Jessica was to invite him, but he said he should come. When they arrived at the party, Zach and Jessica said Alex didn't want him here and sent Tyler out. Alex was angry with them. After Tyler's school shootings, Alex was one
of those who wanted to help Tyler by looking at him. Alex, Tyler and Tony often stood out at the boxing gym to train, and Alex encouraged Tyler during training. Tyler and Alex Yes. I am a new girl. Alex witnessed Monty threaten Tyler, so he faced Monty in the boy's toilet. He said he'll leave Tyler alone in
Monty, or he'll hurt him. Monty laughed it off and asked if they were hooking up, that's why he cares about Tyler. Alex then showed Monty a knife, and when he talked to Tyler again, he said, Open him. After it was announced that Bryce, where her body was recently found, had been shot in the head,
Jessica suggested that Tyler might have done it. Alex asked her how to say it, Tyler was his friend and he's going well. But when Tyler was grabbing something from the bag, he still tried to see if it was a gun. Alex waited for school with Tyler and said he wanted to check him out. He told him that he
believed he didn't kill Bryce. Tyler and Alex entered the boxing gym to discuss whether Tony was able to kill Bryce. Alex didn't want to talk about it and told Tyler to get into the ring. Tyler asked if he should do it with an injury caused by his suicide attempt, but Alex said he was okay and they said it would
keep it as secret as they doEach other. In the ring, Alex started hitting Tyler while trying to say it wasn't a good idea for Tyler to start the fight. Alex began to get angry, told Tyler to be hurt, and called him a cat and a weirdo. Tyler told him to stop and punch back, knocking Alex to the ground. Tyler
immediately apologized and tried to help him, but Alex told him he was okay and continued the fight. It has been revealed that Tyler shot a farewell video before he tried to shoot the school. In the video, he thanked Alex for being the only person who was ever kind to him. Alex is the only person who has
made a personal speech besides his parents. Tyler shows a picture of Alex in Let's bury the dead. Alex met Tyler in the photo room and knew Monty had been arrested for committing him, so he asked him if he was okay. Then he asked if he still had a gun and said he wanted to know in case Monty's
friend comes after him. In fact, Alex felt guilty for killing a man or other person he had been arrested for it, so he wanted to use a gun to kill himself. Tyler showed Alex a picture he had taken for the past few months. The photo showed Monty's injuries and bruises disappearing and Tyler becoming happy.
Alex asked if Tyler felt the weight he had confirmed had been raised from his shoulder. Tyler asked Alex if he was okay, and Alex said he was okay. When the group decided to frame Monty for Bryce's murder to protect his friends, Tyler agreed to lie about his whereabouts and said he would do anything
for Alex. Tyler and Alex have had a significantly smaller exchange this season. They can be seen standing together several times or sitting next to each other, but only twice. Alex and Tyler in Prom. Tyler and Alex talked on a camping trip. Tyler asked Alex what happened between him and Winston
because he thought they liked each other. Alex firmly told him to drop it, but Tyler continued to say they were really good people. Alex interrupted him and revealed that Winston was with Monty the night Bryce was killed and pretended to be their friend to find out who killed Bryce. Tyler asked if this should
trust Winston, but Alex said he didn't know who to trust anymore and left Tyler alone. During the shooting drill, which the students thought might be real, Tony wanted to find a picture of the gun on Tyler's back and show it to the dean. Alex defended Tyler, saying he didn't know if it was Tyler or not, and
whether it could ruin Tyler's life. Alex and Tyler were seen talking at graduation about how they drive together to Evergreen to see their boyfriends/girlfriends when they were in college. This probably means that they go to the same university or go to a university close to each other. Montgomery de la
Cruz MontiTyler's bully and rapist. Monty often bullied Tyler and brutally killed him at some point, leaving Tyler traumatized. Tyler reports him and after Monty is killed in prison, Tyler confesses he doesn't hate him and feels sick. Monty was seen for the first time teasing Tyler after Clay, who slapped Tyler
against the wall of Tape 7, Side A, took a picture of him naked and spread it. When Tyler arrived at school, Monty showed Bryce and his ass and said, Hey Thai, nice ass! I shouted. When Tyler was talking about the tape with Sheri, Monty arrived and asked Sheri if this freak was bothering her. When
Sheri left and Tyler tried to chase her, Monty stopped him and said he would leave her alone. He knocked Tyler hitting the door and told him to break the camera in his face, but Alex disturbed him. When Monty passed Tyler in the hallway of the school, he pushed him to the ground. Tyler pushed him back
by saying you to him, but immediately bumped into the door. Tyler told him to let go of him, and Monty threatened to kill him if he touched him again. Bryce broke it. When Tyler had to testify at a school trial with Bakers, Monty painted a picture of him and wrote, You're not looking at. Monty confronts Tyler
in Goodbye. Tyler and Cyrus destroyed the baseball field and burned the rapist. As a result, Tyler was sent to a program for anger control. The baseball season was called off and Monty blamed Tyler. He and two other men faced Tyler in the men's toilet after he returned to school. Monty asked why she
came back and ruined a lot of things. Tyler calmly said he would be sorry if he hurt him in some way, but he's going to do better. Unable to finish his sentence, Monty knocked Tyler's head into the mirror and sank. When he dragged the toilet into Tyler, he said he ruined his life and put his head in the bowl.
Just as others held him down, Monty ruled Tyler with a mop. This incident led to Tyler's school shooting. On Monday, a few days after Spring Fring, a few days after Monty killed Tyler, Tyler returned to school. Monty passed by and greeted him. Tyler started to panic and wanted to leave. Monty threatens
Tyler by said, If you're breathing, you're a liar. Tyler was traumatized by Monty's doing. He committed suicide and wanted to kill himself after he first shot school. He made a video as a suicide memo, where he explained what Monty had done to him. He was afraid to use the men's toilet, so he leaves the
school building when he needed to use the toilet. He also got scared every time someone touched him. He suffered a serious bruise all over his body because of the assault. A few months later, Tyler approached Monty at school and demanded an apology. Monty told him he didn't know what he was
talking about. Tyler repeated what he said, and if he saidHe'll take down him and the other two jokes. Monty told Tyler that if Bryce doesn't go, nothing will happen at school, so we should ask Bryce for an apology. He then said what happened happened happened to many others, and that's nothing.
Monty told Tyler to get over it and walked away. Tyler faced Bryce about raping Monty, but Bryce revealed he didn't know what had happened. Tyler later showed Bryce a video and talked about what Monty had done to him. Bryce confronted Monty in front of Charlie and threatened him. Monty said he
was just tinning with Tyler. Monty kisses with Tyler in In high school, even on a good day, I don't know who's on your side. After Bryce went missing, Monty pushed Tyler against the wall and asked what he had done. When Tyler asked him what he means, Monty explained that he had been questioned at
the police station for hours. Tyler swore that he had said nothing to the police. After Monty said good, he whispered in his ear that he didn't like teaching him the same lesson twice. He sladdled Tyler's face and walked away. Tyler is nervous every time he sees Monty at school. Monty is also seen making
kissing noise with Tyler. Tyler revealed the status of the survivors at the meeting. Monty didn't react much to it, he kept his face. Tyler then reported Monty with the help of Monty's former friend Charlie. Monty was arrested and died in prison. In the fourth season, Tyler unknowingly became friends with
Monty's lover (Winston). Winston asked Tyler if Monty was the one who hurt him, but Tyler confirmed. Winston pointed out that he had to hate him, but Tyler said not. He feels bad for Monty because he did it more than the man who killed him was a child rapist (Tyler was a minor at the time and Monty
was probably 18 years old). He used to be angry, but now he just said he was sad. He later learned of Monty's connection and ended his friendship with Winston. Tyler was hiding in a stall when Estella entered the toilet during a shooting drill at school. He was too afraid to tell her about his presence when
he heard that she was Monty's sister. After Estella found him, Tyler told her that the bathroom was the last place he wanted for what Monty did to him. Estella apologized for what Monty did and Tyler said he was lucky to have Estella because that means Monty had something good in his life. Tyler and
Estella later started dating. Cyrus Cyrus is tyler's friend. They spent a lot of time together throughout the second season. Their friendship collapsed near the end of the season, but recovered in the third season. Tyler and Cyrus met in Kevin Porter's class and both had to attend. Tyler praised Cyrus' art,
and Cyrus praised Tyler's photographs.He recognized Tyler from the photo contest he won. Tyler and Cyrus shoot guns together in the second Polaroid. Cyrus and his friends joined Tyler when he was sitting 1st in the library. Cyrus invited Tyler to his house, where he prepared dinner with Cyrus' father.
Cyrus and his dad recommend Tyler to resist school. Tyler and Cyrus went to the basement, where they started working on a secret project. The secret project turned out to be a paint bomb where they put in a duffel bag next to Marcus Cole's car and painted a hypocrisy on the car window. After a bomb
explodes on Marcus' face, they flee into the forest. Tyler then taught Cyrus how to shoot a gun. They practice shooting bottles. Cyrus and Tyler made a shirt with the word ass written on the front. Cyrus explained that they are claiming as their own words. They wear it to school proudly. When Tyler read
Baker's school trial blog, Tyler complained to Cyrus that Ryan Shaver had made Hannah Baker look bad in court. Cyrus friend Chad came up with an idea for Namazu Ryan. The three laughed at Ryan and saw him waiting for his date at Monet's house. Tyler informed Cyrus that his parents had shot him
and informed him that he wanted to take him to the gun range. With the range of the guns, Deputy Secretary Standall learned how to handle guns properly. Cyrus and Tyler hacked into Zach Dempsey's iCloud, where they found a video of Marcus getting a lap dance from a stripper. They began to use it to
intimidate Marcus. At first they made Marcus dress up in a pep rally, but Marcus wore a cheerleading uniform and made it a promotional stunt. They continued to threaten Marcus to drive Bryce out at the opening of the school's new baseball stadium. Tyler and Cyrus of Missing Page came face-to-face
with Cyrus after Tyler was kicked out of Alex's party. Tyler wanted to go after Zack next, but Cyrus would have been fine if Tyler came up with a plan. Cyrus and Tyler go shooting again, where they talk about the success of blackmail against Marcus. Cyrus asked Tyler about dating McKenzie and told him
it would be okay unless he was a stalker chasing girls around with the camera. Cyrus and Tyler destroyed the baseball field and set fire to RAPISTS in the grass. Cyrus took Tyler to a punk show and his friends were present. He heard Tyler yell at his sister McKenzie and told her that she was bored and
he didn't like her. This made Cyrus angry. He shouted at Tyler to get out. The next day Tyler tried to talk to Cyrus about returning to Marcus. But Cyrus was still angry at his sister's treatment. Tyler posted a photo of him and Cyrus destroying the school on Facebook. Cyrus faced him about this. Tyler
defended his actions by saying he was punk and suggested revenge as he had a gunYou can use the <a0>.</a0> Cyrus was afraid of being expelled and told Tyler not to let him down for a while. Tyler asked Cyrus if he was still a friend, but Cyrus replied convincingly completely. Tyler learned that Cyrus
had told him and evaluated him at school after a meeting with the principal about what they had done. He made a good use of Cyrus at the look of the therapist, and they almost started fighting, but were separated by their parents. Cyrus and Tyler in Bryce and Chloe. Cyrus talked to him in the school
library after Tyler returned from the disciplinary program. They were friendly to each other and made sure they were okay, but Cyrus still doesn't know if Tyler wants to attend another punk show. In a spring-fring dance, McKenzie showed Cyrus a text from Tyler and revealed that he was probably going to
shoot up the school. Cyrus agreed when Zach said he should call the police. After Tyler's school shootings, Cyrus lied to the police and agreed to say it was just a prank. He was among those who helped make Tyler better by watching over him. Cyrus stands up for Tyler with a and hurricane hit. Cyrus
was called to talk to Kevin Porter when Clay became a suspect in Bryce Walker's murder. Mr. Porter asked Cyrus if he was still friends with Tyler. Cyrus replied that Tyler had changed and not because they had drifted away. Cyrus and his friends played with him again after Tyler revealed that he was a
survivor of sexual assault. Cyrus said to him that he was a rock star when Charlie St. George wanted to talk to him and stood up for Tyler. Cyrus was one of the people who attended The Tyler's photo exhibition in Monet. McKenzie McKenzie is Tyler's friend and ex-crash. They had a one-sided love for
each other and went on a date. They remained friends. McKenzie and her brother and her friends were sitting with Tyler in the school library. Tyler quickly caused interest in McKenzie and he looked like it too. Tyler and McKenzie smile at the end of the dock. When Tyler was going out with Cyrus at his
house, McKenzie interrupted them and wanted to know what they were doing. Cyrus told her to go out, but McKenzie said he would only leave if Tyler told her. Tyler was too nervous to say anything. When Tyler told her to go again, McKenzie called him and Cyrus bastards. After Tyler put on Cyrus boots,
McKenzie helped him clean it. McKenzie told him not to tell Cyrus what happened, and that might be their secret. McKenzie visited Tyler in the photo room. Tyler started screaming because no one was supposed to come in, but he saw who it was. McKenzie said it was fun to relax the night before and
asked him out at the cinema. Tyler told her he really wanted to. Tyler was locked up in a school room by several bullies. McKenzie released him andShe began to think that he was avoiding her. Tyler said she understood whether she didn't want to go to the movies anymore, just like she had heard of his
tape, but McKenzie promised her a date, saying he wouldn't get out of it easily. During the date, they began to be cozy with each other, and McKenzie kissed Tyler. Tyler got an orgasm while kissing, ran out of the theater, and left McKenzie behind. McKenzie told a friend about it because she thought she
had done something wrong, but the words spread and everyone started to make a mistake with Tyler. Tyler and McKenzie kiss their date on the missing page. McKenzie tried to talk to him about what had happened during the punk concert, but Tyler yelled at her to shut up as the two men were listening.
Tyler then told McKenzie that he left the theater because she didn't like her in a boring and romantic way. McKenzie seemed shocked and saddened by what Tyler said. When Tyler returned to school after participating in the program, McKenzie greeted him excitedly. Tyler asked her for a spring flying
dance, but she revealed that she had started going out with someone else. This is a sad Tyler at first look. At the dance McKenzie received a text from Tyler, told her what he was trying to do, and warned her to leave. She showed it to her brother. After Tyler had a school shooting, McKenzie agreed to
help Tyler get better looking for him. She was also shown to support Tyler after revealing that he was a survivor of sexual assault. It is not known whether Tyler and she still had romantic feelings for each other, but Tyler has shown that they care about each other because McKenzie attended the
exhibition, including a photo of her smiling at his photo exhibition. Estella de la Cruz Estella is Tyler's girlfriend. Tyler, Estella and Alex's last episode Graduation school was destroyed, and when Monty framed was written on the door, Tyler and Estella were in a crowd watching graffiti. Tyler noticed Estella
and grabbed his camera to take a picture of her, but she looked confused and in trouble with him. Tyler and Estella didn't even talk until school shooting drills, Estella was hiding in the bathroom and suddenly heard someone crying and breathing heavily, and opened one of the toilet doors to see Tyler
panic. The trauma of the moment doubles for Tyler because he is stuck in the toilet where he was assaulted. They begin to talk to comfort each other, Tyler opens his heart to her about the assault as well as how he approached the school shooting that shoots himself in the aftermath of it. He admits that
he was very close to doing the same thing, but his friend helped him get better. Estella understands him. I'm sorry that my brother did to you, Estella says tearfully before wondering out loud what Monty would ever haveHe was alive, even when he got better. He was lucky to have you for the sisters, Tyler
replies. That means he had something good in his life. The relationship between Estella and Tyler will be even better from there. After the training, the two are seen standing together and watching Clay fight the police in anger and shock. After a while, Tyler asks her to go to prom with him, and she
agrees excitedly. In the prom, we often see them dancing together happily. After the date, Tyler calls her his booing in the last episode, so they officially become a couple. Cast Tape 1, Side A, Tape 1, Side B is credited with Tape 2, Side A, Tape 2, Side B, Tape 3, Side A, Tape 4, Side B, Tape 5, Tape 5,
Tape 5, Tape B, Tape 6, Side A. Tape 7 Season 3 Season 4 Bryce is dangerous! Tyler to the group about Bryce [src] What if we confirm Hannah's story about Bryce? They have a responsible person, a baker has a person to prosecute for a crime, and whatever we did is not so important. Tyler suggested
to the group that Bryce be used as a scapegoat to minimize punishment against himself. [src] You should blame the children who make this school a terrible place. You should blame the children who make other children want to commit suicide. Tyler said that when Mr. Porter denounced [src] condemning
the victims, the truth is a little more than everyone else is still hurt - Tyler [src] Tyler on Hannah's death: People lie about you, others believe them. And it reaches the point. Yes, they did. All the time... And another girl I know [Jess]. She said something happened. She had to leave school for a while. While
she was gone, the story twisted - Tyler on Liberty High's student bullying [src] You're hurt, and what's worse, you feel helpless. And I know that there are people who don't want to talk about what happened. But if we don't talk about it, it will never change. So it's important to understand the whole story, all
that happened. You know. Because The Liberty thing is as bad as it's ever been. And I don't want to be afraid anymore. I don't want to be afraid. - Tyler about Hannah's story and Liberty High in his testimony [src] Up-to-now this trial will affect the entire town. We all have to think again about how Hannah
lived and how she died. And how did it change our lives?- Tyler at Hannah's trial, while testifying [src] Tyler: Did you just come here to see the destruction that is my life?Tyler: Amateur Hip Start Lip Clay: I receive it as no. Tyler: It's a retro analog Ijime. No one is negative, what's the point? Clay: So no one
can make a copy? But yes, you want one print to hold, take The Polaroid. [src] Clay: Do you know these people? Erica, Charles, I think. I shot Tommy several times in baseball, Clay: So they're going here? When we were freshmen, they were seniors. Clay: Do you think he knew Scott Reed? [src] Alex:
Why did I do this to myself? Everyone else in this school did. -- Tyler showed a picture of Alex in the hospital [src] Remember that when people stare at you, talk, or they don't stare, you know who you are. Thanks to you. Because of all of you. - Clay [src] Jessica from Tyler: Why did you do it? will almost
do it. Tyler: I don't. I don't know. Jessica: But you must have had a reason. Or is it worse if it's not? In other words, I had a reason. I think I just felt that the only way to make a stop hurt was to hurt people who hurt me. - Tyler and Jessica wanted to shoot the school [src] I thought I couldn't get away from
who I was. Who did I go to? What hurts? So, I climbed the bridge and I looked down and I saw this like a purple flash, like a jacket. And somehow, I just knew. So, I got down under the bridge. And I saw it. Bryce. Dead. Cold, for example, gray. It's not a person. And I said, That's it. He can't be anyone
anymore. It ended for him. And I knew right away that I didn't want to die. I want to live, keep getting better, be stronger, and throw away guns. Because I didn't need it anymore. Tyler about finding Bryce's body [src] and they dropped me on the floor and left me in the toilet water with my own blood. And
that was it. That was the worst. But I feel like I've been bleeding every day since I was 12 years old. I feel rejected. One person was rejected as well. I don't like anything. No one. And my life is meaningless. I don't think it's ever the difference. That school will never change. I'm sorry for the big anger. I was
not born with it. To all the people I love.I'm sorry about all of this. Mom and Dad. You were a great parents. You really have. You did your best. I am sorry. Alex... Thank you for being the only person who has been kind to me. I did what I had to do to all the people who heard this. That's it. I am sorry. Good
bye. There is a photo of all the people who helped me this year because it was Tyler's recorded message [src] before the attempted shooting. And I wanted to say thank you. Uh... It's amazing to have friends. - Tyler presented his exhibition at Monet's [src] Tyler: Hey Clay: Hey. Hey, are you all right?
Clay: What happened? In the river. Clay: Tyler: And they couldn't trace to anyone at first, you'll see that there's no serial number or print. But the bag they traced the bag back to the store where I bought it. But I bought it to them, but someone else said he stole it from me. Clay: And did they believe you? I
think guns are beautiful. the way they see, along with what they can do. That is, you can be attracted to them. The fact that I put it in the photo doesn't mean that I think it's a good thing. That is.. That's the picture I had to take. that I needed people to see. I'm actually .. I'm afraid of guns. And... And I think
they're beautiful. You know. And I think a lot of people speak. But we don't talk about more complex things like the fact that we're attracted to guns. In other words, some people are certainly disgusted with them. But some of the uses are attracted, so as to be drawn to them. And these pictures are
intended to get people to think about why. Tyler during the interview [src] If anyone needs help, send group texts at any time, anytime, and just say Gordon Lightfoot, Tyler told everyone [src] Trivia Tyler many times that he had some very sensitive pictures of many popular people in school. Tyler was
preparing to have a school shooting on Tape 7, Side A, the last episode of the first season. In Goodbye, the last episode of the second season, he is pushed to the edge by brutal sexual assault and trying to commit school shootings. Tyler was the only person who admitted in his deposition video that
Hannah had recorded. Tyler has been shown to be the most despised person on Hannah's list to some extent because they silence Clay about the tape and refuse to participate in the plan to throw rocks into his windows as Hannah told them.In contrast to the TV series Hannah is Hannah's stalker, Tyler
had guessed that he was stalking her instead of facing him is a strong debate about his presence in the tape of the original novel for 13 reasons. In Goodbye, Tyler is brutally ruled by Montgomery. This will be a rapist for both Bryce and Montgomery. His Instagram name is Tyler Down Photo. Tyler has
OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder). Cyrus said, It's like Tyler's OCD. I put the spelling of hypocrisy in Marcus' window and he went crazy. In Prom, Estella asks Tyler if he has an OCD, and Tyler says yes with humor. Gallery Related: Category: Tyler Down Season 1 Character Portrait Season 2
Character Portrait Season 2 Character Portrait (Spotify) Season 3 Character Portrait Photo This Gallery Portrait Photo See this Gallery Playlist . Tape 2, Side B. 13 Reasons. Season 1.Episode 4.Netflix. Yokey, Brian (writer) &amp; Araki, Greg (Director) (May 18, 2018). The first Polaroid. 13 Reasons.
Season 2.Episode 1. Kumar, Rotht (Writer) &amp; Candler, Cut (Director). (May 18, 2018) 13 Reasons. Season 2.Episode 9. Marie, Felisha (writer) and Dowling, Kevin (Director). (August 23, 2019) In high school, even on a good day, it's hard to tell who's on your side. Season 3 Episode 8: McDonald',
Allen, Malone, M.K., Higgins, Thomas, Tyler, Haley, Smith, Trevor Marti (writer) &amp; Dowling, Kevin (director). (August 23, 2019) 13 Reasons. Season 3 Episode 12: Yokey, Brian (writer) &amp; Kretschmer, John T. (August 23, 2019) 13 Reasons. Season 3 Episode 13: Yokey, Brian (writer) &amp;
Murkai, Russell (director). (June 5, 2020) 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 1.McDonald's, Allen (writer) &amp; Murkai, Russell (director). (June 5, 2020) 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 2. Tyler, Haley (Writer) &amp; Susie, Michael (Director). (June 5, 2020) Valentine's Day 13 reasons. Season 4.Episode 3.
Yokey, Brian (Writer) &amp; Lucy, Michael (Director). (June 5, 2020) Senior Camp Trip.13 Reason. Season 4.Episode 4.Malone, M.K. (Writer) &amp; D. Gonzalez, Frankie (Director). (June 5, 2020) House Party 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 5. Ordas, Evangelin (writer) &amp; Strong, Brenda (director).
(June 5, 2020) 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 6. McDonald's, Allen, Tyler, Haley, Orda's - Evangelin (writer) &amp; Gonella, Snu (director). (June 5, 2020) 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 7. Yokey, Brian (writer), Roman and Tommy (director). (June 5, 2020) 13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 9. Yokey,
Brian (Writer) &amp; Yokey, Brian (Director). (June 5, 2020)13 Reasons. Season 4.Episode 10.' Quote Error: Invalid &lt;ref&gt; Tag; :27 Text is not provided for ref named Tyler, Haley (Writer) &amp; Yu, Jessica (Director). (August 23, 2019) 13 Reasons. Season 3 Episode 3.18.0 18.1 McDonald's, Allen,
Malone, M.K., Higgins, Thomas, Tyler, Haley, Smith, Trevor Marti (Writer) &amp; Dowling, Kevin (Director). (August 23, 2019) 13 Reasons. Season 3 Episode 12: Kumar, Rotht (writer) &amp; Candler, Cut (Director). (May 18, 2018) 13 Reasons. Season 2.Episode 9.Community Content is available under
CC-BY-SA unless other specifically stated. Note. &lt;/ref&gt;
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